The Full Lid
30th October 2020
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid!
Happy Horror Christmas! Your weekly bumper crop of pop culture
enthusiasm is all horror-facing and good as hell. Or perhaps, Heck. The
pieces are fun-sized as there's a lot to pack in, and the interstitals are
spooky slow tempo covers of radio favorites. WITH A SPOTIFY PLAYLIST!
I ran a thread asking for suggestions last week and you folks REALLY came
through.
Now, contents! But spooky! Spoooooooooky!
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Circles
Editor's note: slight spoilers for premise and major backstory beats.
Circles begins ten years ago with a demon summoning ritual, four children,
and a dog. It ends now, with phone calls, reality fracturing, the loss of a
dear, loyal friend and the smell of salt and terror.
Brendon Connelly's rst foray into audio drama can't be his last, because
Circles is an ambitious, precise punch of horror. The show is framed as
phone calls between the cast members, each in their own circle, each with
something to hide. The exorcism ten years previously was a horri c battle
that cost them all dearly, winning even moreso.
Connelly and co-writers James Field and James MacDonald are adept at
wringing unforced, genuine poignancy from the script. We never meet
Frankie, but he was clearly a very good dog and Scoobert 'Scoobie' Doo
would, I'm sure, be proud to run in terror alongside him.

That poignancy stretches into tension between the survivors. Naomi,
played by Tal Minear, is a cheery voiced, steely eyed general who has spent
her life preparing for this ght and forgetting her friends have not. Geo ,
played by Bryce Cooke, is a deeply lovable, amiable schlub who you worry
about from the rst moment you hear him speak. Lexie, played by Beth
Eyre (a familiar voice to Wreck Runner fans) seethes with determination and
resentment at Naomi for dabbling in the dark arts while Scott.... is
elsewhere. We do meet him and Tom Alexander does great work when he
arrives as a man whose presence is simultaneously surprising and makes
perfect sense in a story like this. Elsewhere, Sarah Pitard does excellent
work too as Suzie, Scott's younger sister and a willing recruit to the cause.
Each are realistic, interesting, hurting people. As the show continues, their
circles start to constrict.
Circles is a painfully well realized 'school friends reconnecting' drama
wrapped up in a 'kids and their dog ght mysteries' premise, delivered with
the un inching eye of a modern horror movie. Every character has
something to hide, every character is familiar and awed and in the end,
every is needed to solve the problem once and for all. A problem that from
one angle is demonic and from another is the inexorable tide that pulls
childhood friends apart. 'Stay in your circle' takes on multiple meanings as
the show concludes and by the ending it's clear these characters have
changed from who they were into exactly who they need to be.
Courageous, deceitful, human and relatable.
Circles is a ercely inventive, holographic horror story, the horror changing
depending on where you stand. I can't wait to see where Connelly's team
goes next. And remember, stay safe, stay in your circle. And make sure that
circle isn't just salt...
Circles is available now in all good podcatchers.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: No Surprises by Marissa Nadler
A dreamy bluegrass nightmare that you think loses all the passion of the
Radiohead original until you hear Nadler haul the word 'starlight' from her
throat. This track has haunted me for a decade and I'm thrilled to have found it
again.

The Ferryman
Editor's note: spoilers
Caleb Stevenson lives on the edge. Literally on the edge. He's a ferryman,
taking people across to Lord Leversham's private hunting grounds, asking

no questions, telling no lies, and revealing as little as possible about
himself. But ferrymen live in liminal space, de ned by the push and pull of
forces the rest of us choose not to see. Ferrymen negotiate with that space
every time they cross, and tonight, this Ferryman is also a passenger...
Daniel Bell's one man band comic one-shot seethes with quiet. The
landscape presents to me as the outer edges of Scotland -- the same sense
of calm as on the Isle of Aran, the same sense of slightly otherworldly
intrusion as there is to Holy Island. The same feeling of the modern world
being a polite mask you wear as long as someone is making eye contact. As
long as you're not in deep water.
Caleb begins the book there. He nishes somewhere very di erent:

Bell's expressive, craggy art is perfect for the environment and doubly so
for the second half of the book. Caleb takes a woman and a boy across to
the island; only the woman returns. He objects and in doing so nds
himself subjected to two dark nights of the soul: one his, one they boy's.
This is wickedly clever writing, as Bell has Caleb's trauma exposed for all to
see not out of malice but out of otherworldly compassion. His 'opponent', a
skeletal grim reaper of a gure, doesn't want him dead. They want him to
understand why he's alive and to do something with that. The e ect is, if
anything, even more terrifying than malice would be but it's also personal,
more intimate. Horror not as the thing that stalks you but the thing that
de nes you and, here, reminds you it doesn't have to.
That's true too of the boy, both a lynchpin and the one possible criticism of
the book. He's a victim for most of his page time and absent for most of the
book, but his transformation is as unusual as it is evocative of Caleb's
smaller, politer epiphany. The resolution of his storyline reminded me of
Piper at the Gates of Dawn, and that's not an example I use lightly. The boy
embraces his true nature as Caleb accepts his wounds are not memorials,
and goes home. Both step away from the edge. Both leave a thunderous

echo of their time in this intimate, careful and ultimately deeply
compassionate piece of folk horror.
The Ferryman has funded now on Kickstarter, where you can pick up a copy.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: The Beginning is the End is the Beginning by
Smashing Pumpkins
(thanks to Fallon for this and a TON of other great suggestions)
Is it a cover if you recorded the original? If it's slowed down so much it could
survive cryo-sleep and rendered into an industrial piece of techno-opera that
makes you want to dress up like a ying rat and punch poor people?
Yeah. It's a cover.
This being used in the Watchmen movie-- where the original featured in Batman &
Robin -- makes for a lovely piece of thematic bookending. Or the horri c
realization that the Smashing Pumpkins have you surrounded with superhero
movies you hate, depending on your point of view.

New reader? Looking for a back issue?
Buy me a co ee?
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Unboxed
Editor's note: spoilers
Greg Zipper's problem is he's popular. The sort of man whose account is

built o cemetery visits, Greg is a Paranormal YouTuber,
interviewing people who saw ghosts and constructing nice montages set to
spooky public domain music. One step to the left, he's a hobbyist. A step to
the right, he's the most hated man on Earth after lming a suicide victim.
Greg is either going to be massive or he's going to burn out. And he's
worried it's the latter. His partner Alice believes in him, but when they ght
live onstream, Greg receives his second 'strike' for bad behavior. One more
and he's done and the career that supports them both is over. So Greg
buys a box from the dark web and opens it on air and they now have far
bigger concerns.
Briana Morgan's two act play makes great use of some of YouTube's more
credulous and cynical neighbourhoods. YouTube goes spooky is the go-to
direction for a lot of accounts and every single of them is rightly mocked by
Danny Gonzalez, patron saint of '...could we just not?'. Unboxing videos are
no exception. The idea is simple: give a complete stranger on the dark web
money and your contact details and, instead of removing your organs and
selling the remains to Appleby's, they send you a box of tat. SPOOKY TAT I'll
grant you. But tat nonetheless.
Morgan's play cleverly parks in that space between something we know is
fake and something we can't know for sure. The twin engines of Greg's
rising success and the demands that go with it sweep Alice and Greg along.
People here do stupid things, yes, but they're the sort of stupid things done
by desperate people who are unclear why they're successful and terri ed of
what happens when it stops. No one here is an outright idiot, but that's
about all you can say for their moral centers. Morgan ties the complex
needs of the attention economy, and the genuine and real horror of being a
fulltime content creator, together with something dark and rich and
(perhaps) strange.
As the play continues the price becomes more visceral, the ground it stands
on less steady. There's a hint of the supernatural, that sort of 'world
beneath the world' secret society approach movies like Unfriended: Dark
Web favor. It adds an extra level of desperation to Greg's sweaty
keyboarded e orts, with the ending in particular built on his tension.
This is a story about a man pushed to the edge and the things that might
be waiting for him out there. It's also a story about what happens when you
see what's out in the dark and decide to turn away from it. Doing so means
you trust it not to kill you. It's why the ending was so satisfying for me;
magic is real and dangerous, behind its revolving door. Unboxed shows us
we can leave, it shows us that we want to. It opens the door. And leaves us

to decide what to do next.
Unboxed: A Play is available now.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: Drunken Sailor by David Thomas
(thanks to Jonnywaistcoat for the recommendation)
Tom Waits yearns to produce something as nightmarish as this stream of
consciousness shu eplunge down the old classic.

A Song for the End
Editor's note: spoilers. For American readers, a supply teacher is a substitute.

Bill is a supply teacher with a happy marriage, a decent job at last and a
metal band who have just put out an absolutely stunning track.
Bill is indirectly responsible for the deaths of thousands of people.
Bill has a story for you.
Kit Power's latest kicks a hole in the speaker, pulls the plugs and jets as
carnage descends around the stage. It is the perfect center of a Venn
diagram where one side is marked JOHN WYNDHAM / COSY
CATASTROPHES and the other has the lyrics from Experiment IV by Kate
Bush carved into it. A third circle, with simply the word METAL embossed
on top, encompasses them both.
You may be able to tell but I really, REALLY liked this.
Power has a unique voice and eye for normality. He writes everyday people,
untidy and eccentric, weird and imprecise and brilliant. That's key to the
tragedy here and the growing sense of unease as Bill realizes he can't lie.
The polite shared lie of society is the thing the song frees everyone from.
The consequences are absolute but the slow discovery is brilliantly realized,
drip fed through this precise and fading normality.
Then there's the setting. I'm biased here because I spent several happy
years in Milton Keynes, the town which feels like an abandoned CIA training
centre for agents new to the UK. MK is precise straight lines and right
corners, the exact way the song is not. The destruction of UK life in
microcosm is a perfect way to show the destruction across the country,
with welcome moments of jet black humor including the most British car
chase ever and the characters all having an acute sense of their mortality,
even if they can't not risk it.
And then there's Kit's refusal to compromise. The song and its
consequences echo up and down the country at personal, professional and
national levels. Everyone reacts di erently. This is a story where privilege
and prejudice play just as much of a role in Bill's desperate attempt to stop
the song going viral as anything else. It captures, in short, the UK as it is
now: seething, exhausted, resentful, and pushed just that little bit too far.
Then, it pushers it further. The result is catastrophic, shattering the societal
lie forever and forcing us all to confront what we all really think. A nation of
curtain twitchers becomes a nation of radical, brutal, bloody-toothed
honesty in the time it takes to move from the bridge to the chorus.

Whether that's a good thing is up to you, but the journey is stunningly
rendered.
A phenomenal, angry, focused book that hits hard and lingers long after the
song fades. A Song For the End is available now. And check out Kit's Patreon.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: Time after Time by Joseph William Morgan
featuring Shadow Royale
Cyndi Lauper and the 'BRRAAAAAAAAAAAHM!' Inception noise aren't the most
logical of pairings but I'm so glad they get mixed together here. Unsurprisingly,
this was used in loved-and-gone-before-its-time show Timeless. (Content
warning: feelings.)

Bitter Root: Family Business
Editor's note: spolilers
The Sangreyre once had it all. The world's premier monster hunting family,
they specialized in saving the souls of those infected by hate. But in the
1930s, hate is an epidemic, one to which the Sangreyre's are not immune.
Youngest cousin Cullen is an instinctively good ghter but impulsive, Berg
has a vocabulary as massive as his frame while Blink is possibly the best
warrior in the family. But as a woman she's perpetually the last line of
defence alongside matriarch Ma Etta. These four form the basis of the
central family unit and you like all of them instantly. The book doesn't fuss
over their introductions, and gives each of them a voice and a plot. Nothing
is forced or rushed and nothing meanders. This is a series with somewhere
to go, much like it's leads.
Against them are the Jinoo, souls infected with hate that can sometimes be
cleansed. That process is fraught with peril, and not just from the bestial
Jinoo themselves. One of the book's standout early sequences sees Berg
and Cullen confronted by two cops on their way to leave two cured Jinoo to
sleep it o . We know the two men are heroes; the cops see two black men.
What follows is horri c for all the reasons you'd expect, and many more
besides.

Chuck Brown and David F. Walker have crafted a gripping piece of urban
fantasy here which never underpays the former to boost the latter. The
family are rich, successful and black in Harlem in the 1920s. This is one of
the worst possible times to be doing what they do, and yet they persist.
They have a root which cures Jinoo. They have science, skill and purpose.
What they lack is unity.
Brown and Walker's script lays out the intersectional con icts at the heart
of the family with the same grace with which the colossal Berg moves. The
cli -hangers are elegant in deployment and brutal in impact, and Sanford
Greene's art matches the script's delicacy and power perfectly. The Jinoo
are twisted mockeries of humans, our worst excesses taken to their illogical
conclusions but denied the luxury of bestiality. They are us. Us at our worst,
but us nonetheless. They're also as much a scienti c and medical problem
as they are a spiritual one, echoing back into the familial con ict and
designs of later issues. This really is a war on every level and Greene spares
us nothing, illuminated in the color palates chosen with colleague Rico
Renzi. This is a clammy handed nightmare of a book, presented with focus,
wit and intelligence. From the Harlem Renaissance setting to Clayton
Cowles' careful and witty lettering, not an element is out of place.
Bitter Root is horror and dark fantasy at it's absolute best. A family story
which is also the struggle to accept a cultural renaissance that may not
accept you, it is splattered red in tooth and claw and tells a remarkable
story with consummate ease. Go get it -- the Sangeryes need all the help
they can get.
Bitter Root volumes 1 and 2 are available now at your local comic shop, my
local comic shop, and Comixology.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: Trust in Me by Siouxsie and the Banshees
(thanks to ziselberger for the recommendation)
As if it wasn't enough that they've produced the best Batman song to ever
Batman, Siouxise and the band also put out this wonderful, ever so slightly tipsy
cover of everyone's favorite reptilian hypno-therapist's nest hour.

Chestersberg
Editor's note: spoilers
The Purge with added Battenberg. The Most Dangerous Game with good
access to National Trust properties. Welcome to Chestersberg, a delightful
little Yorkshire village which, thanks to a quirk of the law, is one of the few

places on Earth where murder is legal. As village patriarch Chester
Mapleforth (Andy Love) describes it, the village was created to release the
tension of the modern world. He happily informs the terri ed documentary
crew at the movie's heart that he only needs to cave one skull in a week
and he's good. A crew who, by the end, are also participants in
Chestersberg's...festivities.
Written and directed by dynamo of the Northern indie cinema scene Jamie
McKeller, Chestersberg is blood-soaked joyous fun from the rst shot to the
last. McKeller gets everything right, including the spontaneous tone shifts
from fast paced Yorkshire surreal banter ('WHEATY PISS!' is not something I
ever expected to hear a character yell but am glad I did) to stone cold, jet
black horror. Much of this hangs o Love, whose avuncular presence is
never too avuncular. It's rather like The Wicker Man but you follow Lord
Summerisle around instead of Ewar Woowar.
Through him we see the petty jealousies in the village, their rivalry with the
other two locations nearby where murder is legal and just how clear-eyed
Mapleforth is about all of this. He knows absolutely what he is. At one point
he even comments to DI Matthews (Alexander King) what he'd do if he were
normal. But with that knowledge comes peace, and that blood-soaked
peace is at the core of Chester Mapleforth, right to the end. He is, to borrow
a phrase, at equilibrium with being damned. And in that, he is largely alone.
We meet a wide spread of characters throughout movie, each drawn to and
damned by the town. King's DI Matthews is perhaps the closest thing the
movie has to a hero, and there's a lovely little 1980s cop show sting in the
soundtrack every time he appears. But even he hears the siren call of
Chestersberg and comes ever closer to literally crossing the line. Two of the
lm's standout sequences are a ght between Matthews and a
Chestersberg resident on 'normal' land, including one of the most creatively
violent uses of an elevator I've seen. Another is the nal duel with
Mapleforth, with a chunky, gnarly edge even as the jokes and gore, y.
Neither are remotely subtle; the movie throws blood around the same way
Bill Hicks swore -- as punctuation. Which remarkably doesn't present as
glamorous. There are moments of genuine hilarity but they're almost
always followed by a moment of sheer brutality, the tea always ready and
the garden shears always within reach. Even when the unique British
preparation doesn't work, one of the lm's other half dozen side plots will
cycle back in long before you're bored. I particularly liked Primeval's
Andrew-Lee Potts as the new DCI whose dress code noticeably changes
once he realizes he's being lmed...

Not that you will ever be bored. McKeller's script swears like a sailor, sprints
like a bomb technician, and is equal parts horri c and hilarious. I watched
this in the same week as Shallow Grave, the movie which launched Danny
Boyle's career and is regarded as a high watermark of neo-noir.
Chestersberg more than stands up when placed side by side with the older
movie. Plus it has much better biscuits.
Chestersberg doesn't have a widespread release yet, but will be playing as
part of the Dead and SudBuried Horrorthon at Home online festival in
November.

Minor Key, Major Atmosphere: Firestarter by Sneaker Pimps
(thanks to aSheepief or the recommendation)
It turns out the band who know a thing or two about dreamy triphop nightmare
soundscapes do a pretty great cover of the least dreamy triphop nightmare
soundscape song ever made.

Signal Boooooooooost!
Editor's note: A special Halloween edition full of on-the-day launches, specials
and more to help you celebrate the horror you choose.
Streams

Rob Haines and Stu Horvath bring deails of the always brilliant
Unwinnable's 15 hours of stream content over Halloween.
The Hog and Dice are running a storytelling stream at 7pm on
Halloween.
At 2pm GMT on Halloween, the brilliant David Mann will be hosting a
Halloween picture books livestream for Birmingham City Libraries
over on Facebook.
Podcasts
Palimpsest have a Halloween special episode which is the perfect
excuse to listen to their whole back catalogue.
Neighbourly - a new podcast about the residents of Little Street,
launches its trailer this weekend. Pitched for fans of The Magnus
archives, Night Vale, and Sayer, it's put together by an all-star team of
podcast fans.
And what kind of horror podcast host would I be if I didn't point out
the annual PseudoPod Halloween Parade, which will be live on
Saturday alongside a Halloween bonus episode you won't want to
miss.
And more!
The Long Dark by Hinterland Games is releasing a free Halloween
event 'Escape the Darkwalker'.
Vision Maker Media is running Nightmare Vision, a free
online Indigenous Halloween lm festival today and tomorrow free.
Laura Marks is an ex-sta writer on The Exorcist and has a keen eye for
the scary. Here are ten horror stories that scarred her for life.
P M Buchan, John Pearson, Aditya Bidikar and Hannah MeansShannon are the creative team behind Blood Moon, a contemporary
English folk horror set in Cornwall. This is classic UK folklore horror
with John Constantine's nasty grin and social awareness ltered
through modern headlines. The rst two chapters are complete and
free to read online. Their Patreon subscribers get a rst look before
pages are publicly released. Also Buchan is documenting the creative
process, elaborating on the time, cost, and collaboration involved in
creating a book like this through his newsletter.

And nally, liked this week's interstitials? Here's the promised Spotify
playlist with a whole bunch more.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.

Where You Can Find Me This
Week
Twitch
So we hated the swamp. Right in its stupid face. BUT! In the space of
two hours, a lot of boat modi cations and only the teeniest little bit of
death we got through to what may be the last level! Check out this
week's adventures in Windbound!
The war arrives in this week's episode of A Wizard's Guide to Defensive
Baking by T. King sher. You've never seen dough used like this before,
or a better balancing act of horror, terror, grief and comedy. You want
this book and to order it we recommend Portal Bookshop.
Baking author T. King sher / Ursula Vernon will be joining us on the
18th of November for a chat!
Followed 25 November by Thirteen Stories author Jonathan 'Jonny Big
Streams' Sims!
Podcast Land
Marguerite and I were guests on Kevin Sonney's Productivity Alchemy
where we didn't try to get Kevin's adorable new kittens to show up on
camera while he was AFK. Honest.
If you're a Rusty Quill Patron, check out this week's instalment of
Enthusigasm!, where I talk Horror with host Helen Gould, Tai Lawson,
and Jonathan Sims.
PseudoPod 727: The Uninvited Grave
Written by Je rey Thomas and narrated by Scott Campbell

Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Marty Perrett

Signing O

/ Playing Out

Happy Halloween everyone! Hope you liked the issue and MASSIVE thanks
to Marguerite for editing it. Now, before we all go embrace our inner
Hellpuppy, a reminder:
Starting at 2 pm on Halloween Marguerite and I, along with Rusty Quill Boss
Man Alexander J. Newall and Hannah Brankin will be scaring ourselves silly
as we embark on an epic playthrough of LITTLE HOPE, the newest Dark
Pictures Anthology instalment from Until Dawn creator Supermassive
Games. We're playing the ENTIRE game, folks - Which I'm sure will be just
ne, full of responsible choices, awless quicktime event execution, and
absolutely no one will die at all. Bring your stream snacks and join us!
Meanwhile The Team KennerStuart Instagram has the incantations you
need and the Twitters' have the chalk so carve fast and carve right. No
pressure...
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar or sign up for The Full Lid Plus, my
monthly subscription substack where I'm deep-diving into the Disney+ back
catalog. And thank you :)
Playing us out this week is what else but the nightmare fuel that is the
Inspector Gadget theme tune slowed down 800%. Massive thanks to Greg
Stolze for the recommendation.
Happy Halloween, Creatures of the Night!

This is a Full Lid.
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